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Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts is inviting ski aficionados and winter lovers to select properties in
North America as part of its  newly unveiled Mountain Collection.

From elevated aprs-ski experiences to relaxing fireside and regionally-inspired wellness treatments, the hospitality
group is appealing to experiential travelers with new ways of enjoying the wintery months. Four Seasons is offering
these experiences, and more, at its  properties in Jackson Hole, Santa Fe, Vail and Whistler.

Warming up at Four Seasons
All four Mountain Collection resorts have created unique experiences celebrating the aprs-ski tradition.

Four Seasons Resort and Residences Jackson Hole announced the return of Fahrenheit Forty-Seven this winter
season. Named after the ideal temperature at which to serve Champagne, the dome-shaped bar will transform the
pool deck into a winter scape.

Fahrenheit Forty-Seven will offer Mot & Chandon Imprial and Mot & Chandon Ros Imprial by the glass and by the
bottle, plus cocktails featuring Mot & Chandon Ice Imprial.

A hot chocolate cart is  also available daily from 3-6pm at the Jackson Hole prosperity, where guests may choose five
different types of specialty chocolate, from Valrhona 70 percent Guanaja and Valrhona 64 percent Manjari to classic
milk chocolate.

For rejuvenation, Four Seasons Jackson Hole is introducing the Snow Melt Ritual in The Spa, launching on Jan. 1.
The treatment begins with a soothing milk bath in a private spa suite.

The Terra Bar at Four Seasons Resort Rancho Encantado in Santa Fe is offering curated aprs-ski experiences,
including learning the art of mixology from beverage experts and how to create craft cocktails.
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Guests may indulge their senses with a warm, skin-smoothing brown sugar and bourbon-infused body scrub
treatment at the spa at Four Seasons Rancho Encantado, followed by a shea butter application. Guests may finish the
experience with a glass of bourbon and almond bourbon truffles fireside.

Four Seasons Resort and Residences Vail features fire pits on its Remedy terrace which look out at the mountains of
Colorado.

Vail's spa is bringing back signature rituals and la carte treatments focusing on recovery, hydration, exfoliation and
detoxifying while re-mineralizing the body.

For those looking for a warmer aprs experience, Four Seasons Resort and Residences Whistler presents a hot
chocolate program, available at the newly renovated Braidwood Tavern.

The spa at Whistler introduces its signature "Peak to Feet" package, which begins with a sports recovery massage,
followed by a scalp massage. To complete the treatment, the spa team prepares an alpine mint foot massage.

Hospitality groups are ramping up for the holiday and winter season, introducing new offerings to make guests as
comfortable as possible.

Auberge Hotels & Resorts' Commodore Perry Estate unveiled new holiday experiences including the traditional
mansion lighting, gifts from Santa on Christmas Day and more. Throughout the month of December, guests visiting
the Austin, Texas property can participate in several holiday events, from indulgent to immersive, in spreading the
season cheer (see story).
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